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Abstract
Locally optimal designs for generalized linear models are derived at certain values of the regression
parameters. In the present paper a general setup of the generalized linear model is considered.
Analytic solutions for optimal designs are developed under Kiefer Φk-criteria highlighting the D-
and A-optimal designs. By means of The General Equivalence Theorem necessary and sufficient
conditions in term of intensity values are obtained to characterize the locally optimal designs. In
this context, linear predictors are assumed constituting first order models with and without intercept
on appropriate experimental regions.
Keywords: generalized linear model, approximate design, The General Equivalence Theorem,
intercept term, locally optimal design, analytic solution.
1. Introduction
The generalized linear model (GLM) was developed by Nelder and Wedderburn (1972). It is
viewed as a generalization of the ordinary linear regression which allows continuous or discrete
observations from one-parameter exponential family distributions to be combined with explanatory
variables (factors) via proper link functions. Therefore, wide applications can be addressed by GLMs
such as social and educational sciences, clinical trials, insurance, industry. In particular; logistic and
probit models are used for binary observations whereas Poisson models and gamma models are
used for count and nonnegative continuous observations, receptively (Walker and Duncan (1967),
Myers and Montgomery (1997), Fox (2015), Goldburd et al. (2016)). Methods of likelihood are
utilized to obtain the estimates of the model parameters. The precision of these maximum likelihood
estimates (MLEs) is measured by their variance-covaraince matrix. In ordinary regression models for
which normality assumption is realized the variance-covariancematrix is exactly (proportional to) the
inverse of the Fisher information matrix. In contrast, for the GLMs the observations are often non-
normal, and therefore large sample theory is demanded for the statistical inference. In this context,
the variance-covariance matrix is approximately the inverse of the Fisher information matrix. It
should, however, be emphasized that the Fisher information matrix for GLMs depends on the model
parameters. The theory of generalized linear models is presented carefully in McCullagh and Nelder
(1989) and Dobson and Barnett (2018).
While deriving optimal designs is obtained by minimizing the variance-covariance matrix there
is no loss of generality to concentrate on maximizing the Fisher information matrix. For general-
ized linear models the optimal design cannot be found without a prior knowledge of the parameters
(Khuri et al. (2006), Atkinson and Woods (2015)). One approach which so-called local optimality
was proposed by Chernoff (1953) aiming at deriving a locally optimal design at a given parame-
ter value (best guess). This approach is widely employed for GLMs, for instance; for count data
with Poisson models and Rasch Poisson model see Wang et al. (2006), Russell et al. (2009) and
Grahoff, Holling, and Schwabe (2013, 2015, 2018). For binary data: see Abdelbasit and Plackett
(1983) and Mathew and Sinha (2001) under logistic models and Biedermann et al. (2006) under dose-
response models whereas under logit, log-log and probit models see Yang et al. (2012). Furthermore,
Gaffke et al. (2019) provided locally D- and A-optimal designs for gamma models. In particular, op-
timal designs for GLMs without intercept have not been considered carefully. Kabera et al. (2015)
provided analytic proofs of D-optimal designs for zero intercept parameters of a two-binary-factor
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logistic model with no interaction. Recently, Idais and Schwabe (2019) introduced locally D- and
A-optimal designs for gamma models without intercept.
Locally optimal designs for a general setup of generalized linear models received some attention.
Geometrically, Ford et al. (1992) considered only one continuous factor. Atkinson and Haines (1996)
presented a study of optimal designs for nonlinear model including GLMs. Yang (2008) provided
optimal designs for GLMs with applications to logistic and probit models. Also a general solution for
GLMs was given in Yang and Stufken (2009). Analytic solutions under D-criterion were obtained
by Tong et al. (2014) for particular limitations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we present some approaches to determine the
optimal weights for particular designs under D-, A- and Φk-criteria which will be used in the sub-
sequent sections. Throughout, with the aid of The Equivalence Theorem we establish a necessary
and sufficient condition for a design to be locally D-, A- or Φk-optimal designs. We begin with the
single-factor model by Section 4. In Section 5 we consider first order models with intercept. In
Section 6 we focus on Kiefer Φk-criteria for first order models without intercept.
2. Preliminary
In the following subsections we introduce the GLMs and the required notations of optimal design
theory.
2.1. Model specification
In the context of the generalized linear models the observations (responses) belong to a one-
parameter exponential family. The probability density function of a response variable Y defined
as
ppY ; θ, φq “ exp
´Y θ ´ bpθq
apφq ` cpφ, Y q
¯
, (2.1)
where ap¨q, bp¨q and cp¨q are known functions whereas θ is a canonical parameter and φ is a dispersion
parameter. A common computational method for fitting the models to data are provided in the GLM
framework. That is the expected mean is given by EpY q “ µ “ b1pθq, and the variance is given by
varpY q “ apφqb2pθq. The quantity b2pθq is called the mean-variance function or equivalently, the
variance function of the expected mean, i.e., V pµq “ b2pθq. Thus we may write varpY q “ apφqV pµq
which depends on the values of x (see McCullagh and Nelder (1989), Section 2.2.2).
Consider the experimental region X Ď Rν , ν ě 1, to which the covariate value x belongs. Denote
by β P Rp the parameter vector. Let f pxq : X Ñ Rp be a p-dimensional regression function, i.e.,
f pxq “ pf1, . . . , fpqT where the components f1, . . . , fp are real-valued continuous linearly indepen-
dent functions. The generalized linear model can be introduced as
η “ gpµq where η “ fTpxqβ, (2.2)
where g is a link function that relates the expected mean µ to the linear predictor fTpxqβ. It is
assumed that g is one-to-one and differentiable. One can realize that µ “ µpx,βq “ g´1`fTpxqβ˘
and dη{dµ “ g1`g´1`fTpxqβ˘˘ and therefore, we can define the intensity function at a point x P X
as
upx,βq “
´
varpY q
´dη
dµ
¯2¯´1
(2.3)
which is positive and depends on the value of linear predictor fTpxqβ. The intensity function is
regarded as the weight for the corresponding unit at the point x (Atkinson and Woods (2015)).
The Fisher information matrix for a GLM at x P X (see Fedorov and Leonov (2013), Subsection
1.3.2) has the form
Mpx,βq “ upx,βqfpxqfTpxq. (2.4)
For the whole experimental points x1, . . . ,xn the Fisher information matrix reads as
Mpx1, . . . ,xn,βq “
nÿ
i“1
Mpxi,βq. (2.5)
The information matrix of the form (2.4) is appropriate for other nonlinear models, e.g., The sur-
vival times observations which depend on the proportional hazard model (Schmidt and Schwabe
(2017)). Moreover, under homoscedastic regression models the intensity function is constant equal
to 1 whereas, under heteroscedastic regression models we get intensity that is equal to 1{varpY q
2
which depends on x only and thus we have information matrix of form Mpxq “ upxqfpxqfTpxq
that does not depend on the model parameters. The latter case was discussed in Grahoff et al. (2007)
and in the book by Fedorov and Leonov (2013), p.13.
It is worthwhile mentioning that unlike the normally-distributed response variables, the sampling
distributions for MLEs βˆ in GLMs that used for inference cannot be determined exactly. There-
fore, the statistical inferences for GLMs are conducted for large sample sizes under mild regularity
assumptions on the probability density (2.1). Hence,
?
npβˆn ´ βq dÝÑ Np
`
0,M´1
˘
where M “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
Mpx1, . . . ,xn,βq (Fahrmeir and Kaufmann (1985), Theorem 3). Moreover, the
variance-covariance matrix of βˆ is approximately given by the inverse of the Fisher information
matrix (2.5), see Fedorov and Leonov (2013), Section 1.5.,
varpβˆq «M´1px1, . . . ,xn,βq. (2.6)
2.2. Optimal designs
Throughout the present work we will deal with the approximate (continuous) design theory, i.e.,
a design ξ is a probability measure with finite support on the experimental region X ,
ξ “
ˆ
x1 x2 . . . xr
ω1 ω2 . . . ωr
˙
, (2.7)
where r P N, x1,x2, . . . ,xr P X are pairwise distinct points and ω1, ω2, . . . , ωr ą 0 with
řr
i“1 ωi “ 1.
The set supppξq “ tx1,x2, . . . ,xru is called the support of ξ and ω1, . . . , ωr are called the weights
of ξ, see Silvey (1980), p.15. The information matrix of a design ξ from (2.7) at a parameter point
β is defined by
Mpξ,βq “
ż
X
M px,βq ξpdxq “
rÿ
i“1
ωiM pxi,βq. (2.8)
One might recognize Mpξ,βq as a convex combination of all information matrices for all design
points of ξ. Another representation of the information matrix (2.8) can be utilized based on the
r ˆ p design matrix F “ rfpx1q, . . . ,fpxrqsT and the r ˆ r weight matrix V “ diagpωiupxi,βqqri“1
and hence we can write
M pξ,βq “ F TV F .
Remark. A particular type of designs appears frequently when the support size equals the dimension
of f , i.e., r “ p. In such a case the design is minimally supported and it is often called a minimal-
support or a saturated design.
In this paper we focus on optimal designs within the family of Kiefer Φk-criteria (Kiefer (1975)).
Kiefer Φk-criteria aim at minimizing the k-norm of the eigenvalues of the variance-covariance matrix
and include the most common criteria D-, A- and E- optimality. Denote by λipξ,βq p1 ď i ď pq the
eigenvalues of a nonsingular information matrixMpξ,βq. Denote by “det” and “tr” the determinant
and the trace of a matrix, respectively. The Kiefer Φk-criteria are defined by
Φkpξ,βq “
´1
p
tr
`
M´kpξ,βq˘¯ 1k “ ´1
p
pÿ
i“1
λ´ki pξ,βq
¯ 1
k
, 0 ă k ă 8,
Φ0pξ,βq “ lim
kÑ0`
Φkpξ,βq “
´
detpM´1pξ,βqq
¯ 1
p
,
Φ8pξ,βq “ lim
kÑ8
Φkpξ,βq “ max
1ďiďp
`
λ´1i pξ,βq
˘
.
Note that Φ0pξ,βq, Φ1pξ,βq and Φ8pξ,βq are the D-, A- and E-criteria, respectively. A Φk-optimal
design ξ˚ minimizes the function Φkpξ,βq over all designs ξ whose information matrix Mpξ,βq is
nonsingular. For 0 ď k ă 8 the strict convexity of Φkpξ,βq implies that the information matrix of
a locally Φ-optimal design (at β) is unique. That is, if ξ˚ and ξ˚˚ are two locally Φ-optimal designs
(at β) thenMpξ˚,βq “Mpξ˚˚,βq (Kiefer (1975)). In particular, D-optimal designs are constructed
to minimize the determinant of the variance-covariance matrix of the estimates or equivalently to
maximize the determinant of the information matrix. The D-criterion is typically defined by the
convex function ΦDpMpξ,βqq “ ´ log det
`
M pξ,βq˘. Geometrically, the volume of the asymptotic
3
confidence ellipsoid is inversely proportional to
b
det
`
Mpξ,βq˘ where det `M pξ,βq˘ can be deter-
mined by the inverse of the product of the squared lengths of the axes. Therefore, the D-optimal
designs minimize the volume of the asymptotic confidence ellipsoid.
A-optimal designs are constructed to minimize the trace of the variance-covariance matrix of the
estimates, i.e., to minimize the average variance of the estimates. The A-criterion is typically defined
by ΦA
`
M pξ,βq˘ “ tr`M´1pξ,βq˘. The A-criterion minimizes the sum of the squared lengths of
the axes of the asymptotic confidence ellipsoid. Moreover, E-optimal designs maximize the smallest
eigenvalue of Mpξ,βq and equivalently, they minimize the squared length of the largest axis of the
asymptotic confidence ellipsoid.
In order to verify the local optimality of a design The General Equivalence Theorem is usually
employed (see Silvey (1980), p.54 and Atkinson et al. (2007), p.137). It provides necessary and
sufficient conditions for a design to be optimal and thus the optimality of a suggested design can
be easily verified or disproved. The most generic one is the celebrated Kiefer-Wolfowitz equivalence
theorem under D-criterion (Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1960)). The design ξ˚ is Φk-optimal if and only
if
upx,βqfTpxqM´k´1pξ˚,βqf pxq ď trpM´kpξ˚,βqq for all x P X . (2.9)
Furthermore, if the design ξ˚ is Φk-optimal then inequality (2.9) becomes equality at its support.
Remark.
The left hand side of condition (2.9) of The General Equivalence Theorem is called the sensitivity
function.
3. Determination of locally optimal weights
In this section we provide the optimal weights of the designs that will be derived throughout the
paper with respect to Kiefer Φk-criteria, and in particular the A-criterion (k “ 1) and the D-criterion
(k “ 0). In the current work we mostly deal with saturated designs (i.e., r “ p) for generalized linear
models. Let the support points are given by x˚1 , . . . ,x
˚
p such that fpx˚1 q, . . . ,f px˚p q are linearly
independent.
For the A-criterion (k “ 1) the optimal weights are given according to Pukelsheim (1993), Section
8.8, which has been modified in Gaffke et al. (2019). The design ξ˚ which achieves the minimum
value of tr
`
M´1pξ,βq˘ over all designs ξ with supppξ˚q “ tx˚1 , . . . ,x˚pu is given by
ξ˚ “
ˆ
x˚1 . . . x
˚
p
ω˚1 . . . ω
˚
p
˙
, with ω˚i “ c´1
´cii
ui
¯1{2
p1 ď i ď pq , c “
pÿ
k“1
´ckk
uk
¯1{2
,
where ui “ upx˚i ,βq (1 ď i ď p) and cii (1 ď i ď p) are the diagonal entries of the matrix
C “ pF´1qTF´1 and F “ “fpx˚1 q, . . . ,fpx˚p q‰T.
For the D-criterion (k “ 0) the optimal weights are given by ω˚i “ 1{p (1 ď i ď p), see Lemma
5.3.1 of Silvey (1980). That is the locally D-optimal saturated design assigns equal weights to the
support points. On the other hand, there is no unified formulas for the optimal weights of a non-
saturated design specifically, with respect to D-criterion. However, let the model be given with
parameter vector β of dimension p “ 3, i.e., β P R3. The next lemma provides the optimal weights
of a design with four support points ξ˚ “ tpx˚i , ω˚i q, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4u under certain conditions.
Lemma 3.1. Let x˚1 , x
˚
2 , x
˚
3 , x
˚
4 P X be given such that the vectors fpx˚1 q, fpx˚2 q, fpx˚3 q, f px˚4 q are
linearly independent. For a given parameter point β let ui “ upx˚i ,βq for all p1 ď i ď 4q. Denote
d1 “ det
“
f px˚2 q,f px˚3 q,f px˚4 q
‰
, d2 “ det
“
f px˚1 q,f px˚3 q,f px˚4 q
‰
,
d3 “ det
“
f px˚1 q,f px˚2 q,f px˚4 q
‰
, d4 “ det
“
f px˚1 q,f px˚2 q,f px˚3 q
‰
such that di ‰ 0 for all p1 ď i ď 4q. Assume that u2 “ u3 and d22 “ d23. Then the design
ξ˚ which achieves the minimum value of ´ log det`Mpξ,βq˘ over all designs ξ with supppξ˚q “
tx˚1 ,x˚2 ,x˚3 ,x˚4 u is given by ξ˚ “ tpx˚i , ω˚i q, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4u where
ω˚1 “
3
8
` 1
4
´
1` d
2
1
d24
u1
u4
´ 4d
2
2
d24
u1
u2
¯´1
,
ω˚2 “ ω˚3 “
1
2
´
4´ d
2
4
d22
u2
u1
´ d
2
1
d22
u2
u4
¯´1
,
ω˚4 “
3
8
` 1
4
´
1` d
2
4
d21
u4
u1
´ 4d
2
2
d21
u4
u2
¯´1
.
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Proof. Let f ℓ “ fpx˚ℓ q “
`
fℓ1, fℓ2, fℓ3
˘T p1 ď ℓ ď 4q. The 4 ˆ 3 design matrix is given by F ““
f1,f2,f3,f4
‰T
. Denote V “ diag`ωℓuℓ˘4ℓ“1. Then Mpξ,βq “ F TV F and by the Cauchy-Binet
formula the determinant of Mpξ,βq is given by the function ϕpω1, ω2, ω3, ω4q where
ϕpω1, ω2, ω3, ω4q “
ÿ
1ďiăjăkď4
hPt1,2,3,4uzti,j,ku
d2huiujuk ωiωjωk. (3.1)
By assumptions u2 “ u3, d22 “ d23 the function ϕpω1, ω2, ω3, ω4q is invariant w.r.t. permuting ω2 and
ω3, i.e., ϕpω1, ω2, ω3, ω4q “ ϕpω1, ω3, ω2, ω4q and thus minimizing (3.1) has similar solutions for ω2
and ω3. Thus we can write ω4 “ 1´ ω1 ´ 2ω2 then (3.1) reduces to
ϕpω1, ω2q “ α1ω32 ` α2ω22 ` α3ω21ω2 ` α4ω22ω1 ` α5ω1ω2,
where α1 “ ´2α2 “ ´2 d24 u22 u4, α3 “ ´α5 “ ´4 d22 u1 u2 u4, α4 “ u22
`
d21 u1 ´ d24 u4
˘´ 4 d22 u1 u2 u4.
Thus we obtain the system of two equations Bϕ{Bω1 “ 0, Bϕ{Bω2 “ 0. Straightforward computations
show that the solution of the above system is the optimal weights ω˚ℓ p1 ď ℓ ď 4q presented by the
lemma. Hence, these optimal weights minimizing ϕpω1, ω2q.
Moreover, saturated designs under Kiefer Φk-criteria for a GLM without intercept are of our
interest, in specific, under the first order model fpxq “ px1, . . . , xνqT and a parameter vector β “
pβ1, . . . , βνqT. Therefore, the choice of locally Φk-optimal weights which yields the minimum value
of Φkpξ,βq over all saturated designs with the same support are given by the next lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Consider a GLM without intercept with f pxq “ px1, . . . , xνqT on the experimental
region X . Denote by ei for all p1 ď i ď νq the ν-dimensional unit vectors. Let x˚i “ ai ei, ai ą 0 for
all p1 ď i ď νq be design points in X such that the vectors fpx˚1 q, . . . ,fpx˚ν q are linearly independent.
Let β “ pβ1, . . . , βνqT be a given parameter point. Let ui “ upx˚i ,βq for all p1 ď i ď νq. For a given
positive real vector a “ pa1, . . . , aνqT the design ξ˚a which achieves the minimum value of Φkpξa,βq
over all designs ξa with supppξ˚aq “ tx˚1 , . . . ,x˚ν u assigns weights
ω˚i “
pa2i uiq
´k
k`1
νř
i“1
pa2iuiq
´k
k`1
p1 ď i ď νq
to the corresponding design points in tx˚1 , . . . ,x˚ν u.
For D-optimality (k “ 0), ω˚i “ 1{ν p1 ď i ď νq.
For A-optimality (k “ 1), ω˚i “ pa
2
iuiq´1{2
νř
i“1
pa2
i
uiq´1{2
p1 ď i ď νq.
For E-optimality (k Ñ8), ω˚i “ pa
2
iuiq´1
νř
i“1
pa2
i
uiq´1
p1 ď i ď νq.
Proof. Define the νˆν design matrix F “ diagpaiqνi“1 with the νˆν weight matrix V “ diagpuiωiqνi“1.
Then we have M
`
ξa,β
˘ “ F TV F “ diagpa2iuiωiqνi“1 and M´k`ξa,β˘ “ diag`pa2iuiωiq´k˘νi“1
with tr
`
M´kpξa,βq
˘ “ νř
i“1
pa2iuiωiq´k. Note that the eigenvalues of M´k
`
ξa,β
˘
are given by
λipξa,βq “ pa2iuiωiq´k p1 ď i ď νq. Thus the Kiefer Φk-criteria can be defined as
Φkpξa,βq “
´1
ν
νÿ
i“1
pa2i uiωiq´k
¯ 1
k p0 ă k ă 8q. (3.2)
Now we aim at minimizing Φkpξa,βq such that ωi ą 0 and
νř
i“1
ωi “ 1. We write ων “ 1 ´
ν´1ř
i“1
ωi
then (3.2) becomes
Φkpξa,βq “ 1
ν1{k
´
pa2νuνq´kp1 ´
ν´1ÿ
i“1
ωiq´k `
ν´1ÿ
i“1
pa2iuiωiq´k
¯ 1
k
.
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It is straightforward to see that the equation BΦkpξa,βqBωi “ 0 is equivalent to
pa2iuiqkωk`1i ´ pa2νuνqkp1´
ν´1ÿ
i“1
ωiqk`1 “ 0
which gives ωi “
´
a2νuν{pa2iuiq
¯ k
k`1
ων p1 ď i ď ν ´ 1q, thus ωi pa2iuiq
k
k`1 “ ων pa2νuνq
k
k`1 p1 ď i ď ν ´ 1q.
This means ωi pa2i uiq
k
k`1 p1 ď i ď νq are all equal, i.e., ωi pa2iuiq
k
k`1 “ c p1 ď i ď νq, where c ą 0. It
implies that ωi “ c pa2iuiq
´k
k`1 p1 ď i ď νq. Due to
νř
i“1
ωi “ 1 we get
νř
i“1
c pa2i uiq
´k
k`1 “ c
νř
i“1
pa2iuiq
´k
k`1 “ 1,
and thus c “ ` νř
i“1
pa2i uiq
´k
k`1
˘´1
. So we finally obtain ωi “ pa2i uiq
´k
k`1 {` νř
i“1
pa2iuiq
´k
k`1
˘
for all p1 ď i ď
νq which are the optimal weights given by the lemma.
4. Single-factor model
In this section we concentrate on the simplest case for which the model is composed by a single
factor through the linear predictor
ηpx,βq “ fTpxqβ “ β0 ` β1x where x P X .
Let the experimental region is taken to be the continues unit interval X “ r0, 1s. We introduce the
function
gpxq “ c
upx,βq
with constant c. The function gpxq will be utilized for the characterization of the optimal designs.
Consider the following conditions:
(i) upx,βq is positive and twice continuously differentiable.
(ii) upx,βq is strictly increasing on R.
(iii) g2pxq is an injective (one-to-one) function.
Recently, Lemma 1 in Konstantinou et al. (2014) showed that under the above conditions (i)-(iii)
with gpxq “ 2{upx,βq a locally D-optimal design on r0, 1s is only supported by two points a and b
where 0 ď a ă b ď 1. In what follows analogous result is presented for locally optimal designs under
various optimality criteria.
Lemma 4.1. Consider model f pxq “ p1, xqT and experimental region X “ r0, 1s. Let a parameter
point β “ pβ0, βqT be given. Let conditions (i)-(iii) be satisfied. Denote by A a positive definite
matrix and let c be constant. Then if the condition of The General Equivalence Theorem is of the
form
upx,βqfTpxqAf pxq ď c
then the support points of a locally optimal design ξ˚ is concentrated on exactly two points a and b
where 0 ď a ă b ď 1.
Proof. LetA “ raijsi,j“1,2. Then let ppxq “ fTpxqAfpxq “ a22x2`2a12x`a11 which is a polynomial
in x of degree 2 where x P X . Hence, by The Equivalence Theorem ξ˚ is locally optimal (at β) if
and only if
ppxq ď gpxq for all x P X .
The above inequality is similar to that obtained in the proof of Lemma 1 in Konstantinou et al.
(2014) and thus the rest of our proof is analogous to that.
Obviously, under D-optimality we have c “ 2 and A “M´1pξ˚,βq whereas, under A-optimality
we have c “ trpM´1pξ˚,βqq “ `apa2 ` 1q{ub `apb2 ` 1q{ua˘{pb ´ aq2 where ua “ upa,βq and
ub “ upb,βq andA “M´2pξ˚,βq. In general, under Kiefer Φk-criteria we denote c “ trpM´kpξ˚,βqq
and A “M´k´1pξ˚,βq.
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1, we next provide sufficient conditions for a design whose support
is the boundaries of r0, 1s, i.e., 0 and 1 to be locally D- or A-optimal on X “ r0, 1s at a given β. Let
qpxq “ 1{upx,βq and denote q0 “ q 12 p0q and q1 “ q 12 p1q.
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Theorem 4.1. Consider model fpxq “ `1, x˘T and experimental region X “ r0, 1s. Let a parameter
point β “ pβ0, βqT be given. Let qpxq be positive, twice continuously differentiable. Then:
(i) The unique locally D-optimal design (at β) is the two-point design supported by
0 and 1 with equal weights 1{2 if
q20 ` q21 ą q2pxq{2 for all x P p0, 1q. (4.1)
(ii) The unique locally A-optimal design (at β) is the two-point design supported by
0 and 1 with weights
ω˚0 “
?
2q0?
2q0 ` q1
and ω˚1 “
q1?
2q0 ` q1
, respectively
if
q20 ` q21 `
?
2q0q1 ą q2pxq{2 for all x P p0, 1q. (4.2)
Proof. Ad (i) Employing condition (2.9) of The Equivalence Theorem for k “ 0 implies that ξ˚ is
locally D-optimal if and only if
p1´ xq2q20 ` x2q21 ´ qpxq ď 0 @x P r0, 1s.
Since the support points are t0, 1u the l.h.s. of the inequality above equals zero at the boundaries
of r0, 1s. Then it is sufficient to show that the aforementioned l.h.s. is convex on the interior points
p0, 1q and this convexity realizes under condition (4.1) asserted in the theorem
Ad (ii) This case can be shown in analogy to case (i) by employing condition (2.9) of The Equivalence
Theorem for k “ 1 with trpM´1pξ˚,βqq “ p?2q0 ` q1q2.
Now consider the discrete experimental region X “ ta, bu, a, b P R, i.e., the factor x is binary. In
view of Lemma 4.1 and Section 3 we provide locally D- and A-optimal designs in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Consider model fpxq “ `1, x˘T and experimental region X “ ta, bu with real numbers
a, b. Let a parameter point β “ pβ0, βqT be given. Let ua “ upa,βq and ub “ upb,βq. Then:
(i) The unique locally D-optimal design (at β) is the two-point design supported by
a and b with equal weights 1{2.
(ii) The unique locally A-optimal design (at β) is the two-point design supported by
a and b with weights
ω˚a “
u
´1{2
a
?
1` b2
u
´1{2
a
?
1` b2 ` u´1{2b
?
1` a2
, ω˚b “ 1´ ω˚a .
The locally D-optimal design given in the previous theorem is independent of the intensities, i.e.,
it is the same for all generalized linear models. Similar results for Poisson models were indicated in
Wang et al. (2006). However, for each setup (or each intensity form) of generalized linear models
there is a locally A-optimal design that even varies with parameter values. Since a and b are the
only design points there is a locally D- or A-optimal design at any parameter value in the parameter
space of β “ pβ0, β1qT.
5. Multiple regression models
In this section we consider a first order model with multiple factors,
fpxq “ `1,xT˘T where x P X . (5.1)
The linear predictor is determined by ηpx,βq “ fTpxqβ “ β0`
řν
i“1 βixi with binary factors. That
is a discrete experimental region is considered and has the form X “ t0, 1uν, ν ě 2. We aim at
constructing locally D- and A-optimal designs for a given parameter point β adopting particular
analytic solutions.
To this end, we firstly begin with a two-factor model
f pxq “ `1, x1, x2˘T where x “ px1, x2qT P X “ t0, 1u2. (5.2)
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The experimental region can be written as X “ tp0, 0qT, p1, 0qTp0, 1qT, p1, 1qTu. Let us denote the
design points by x˚1 “ p0, 0qT, x˚2 “ p1, 0qT, x˚3 “ p0, 1qT, and x˚4 “ p1, 1qT. The following re-
sults that are provided in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 under generalized linear model (5.2) are
extensions of the corresponding results that were obtained in Gaffke et al. (2019) under a gamma
model, i.e., a GLM with inverse link function β0 ` β1x1 ` β2x2 “ 1{µ, where µ ą 0 with intensity
upx,βq “ pβ0 ` β1x1 ` β2x2q´2 and the unit cube r0, 1s2 as an experimental region. The proofs are
analogous to those in the reference.
Theorem 5.1. Consider model (5.2) and experimental region X “ t0, 1u2. For a given parameter
point β “ pβ0, β1, β2qT let ui “ upx˚i ,βq (1 ď i ď 4). Denote by up1q ď up2q ď up3q ď up4q the
intensity values u1, u2, u3, u4 rearranged in ascending order. Then:
(o) The locally D-optimal design ξ˚ (at β) is unique.
(i) If u´1p1q ě u´1p2q ` u´1p3q ` u´1p4q then ξ˚ is a three-point design supported by the three design points
whose intensity values are given by up2q, up3q, up4q, with equal weights 1{3.
(ii) If u´1p1q ă u´1p2q ` u´1p3q ` u´1p4q then ξ˚ is a four-point design supported by the four design points
x˚1 ,x
˚
2 ,x
˚
3 ,x
˚
4 with weights ω
˚
1 , ω
˚
2 , ω
˚
3 , ω
˚
4 which are uniquely determined by the condition
ω˚i ą 0 p1 ď i ď 4q,
4ÿ
i“1
ω˚i “ 1, and uiω˚i
`
1
3
´ ω˚i
˘ p1 ď i ď 4q are equal. (5.3)
Remark.
1. It is already seen from the optimality conditions asserted in part (i) of Theorem 5.1 that the
design points with highest intensities perform as a support of a locally D-optimal design at a
given parameter value.
2. The optimality condition asserted in part (ii) of Theorem 5.1 applies only when the optimality
conditions for the three-point (saturated) designs in (i) cannot be satisfied.
Theorem 5.1 covers various results in the literature. For examples; see Yang et al. (2012) for
binary responses with several link functions and see Graßhoff et al. (2013) for count data in item
response theory.
Now consider the case of equally effect sizes; i.e., β1 “ β2 “ β. Next we give explicit formulas
for the weights of locally D-optimal four-point designs at parameter points β “ pβ0, β1, β2q.
Corollary 5.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 let the parameter point β “ pβ0, β1, β2qT
be given with β1 “ β2 “ β such that assumption (ii) of Theorem 5.1 is fulfilled. Then the locally
D-optimal design (at β) is supported by the four design points x˚1 ,x
˚
2 ,x
˚
3 ,x
˚
4 with weights
ω˚1 “
3
8
` 1
4
´
1` u1
u4
´ 4u1
u2
¯´1
,
ω˚2 “ ω˚3 “
1
2
´
4´ u2
u1
´ u2
u4
¯´1
,
ω˚4 “
3
8
` 1
4
´
1` u4
u1
´ 4u4
u2
¯´1
.
Proof. Since assumption (ii) of Theorem 5.1 is fulfilled by a point β the design is supported by all
points x˚1 “ p0, 0qT, x˚2 “ p1, 0qT, x˚3 “ p0, 1qT, x˚4 “ p1, 1qT. Then the optimal weights are obtained
in view of Lemma 3.1 where we have d2i “ 1 p1 ď i ď 4q and u2 “ u3. Hence, the results follow.
In analogy to Theorem 5.1 we introduce locally A-optimal designs in the next theorem where
also the design points with highest intensities perform as a support of a locally A-optimal design at
a given parameter value.
Theorem 5.2. Consider the assumptions and notations of Theorem 5.1. Denote qi “ u´1{2i p1 ď i ď 4q.
Then:
(o) The locally A-optimal design ξ˚ (at β) is unique.
(i) If q21 ě q22 ` q23 ` q24 ` q2q3 ` 2
b
2
3
q2q4 ` 2
b
2
3
q3q4 then
ξ˚ “
˜
x˚2 x
˚
3 x
˚
4?
2q2{c
?
2q3{c
?
3q4{c
¸
.
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(ii) If q22 ě q21 ` q23 ` q24 ` q1q3 `
?
2q3q4 then
ξ˚ “
˜
x˚1 x
˚
3 x
˚
4?
2q1{c
?
2q3{c q4{c
¸
.
(iii) If q23 ě q21 ` q22 ` q24 ` q1q2 `
?
2q2q4 then
ξ˚ “
˜
x˚1 x
˚
2 x
˚
4?
2q1{c
?
2q2 q4{c
¸
.
(iv) If q24 ě q21 ` q22 ` q23 ` 2?3q1q2 ` 2?3q1q3 then
ξ˚ “
˜
x˚1 x
˚
2 x
˚
3?
3q1{c q2{c q3{c
¸
.
For each case (i) – (iv), the constant c appearing in the weights equals the sum of the numerators of
the three ratios. If none of the cases (i) – (iv) applies then ξ˚ is supported by the four design points
x˚1 ,x
˚
2 ,x
˚
3 ,x
˚
4 .
In the following we consider model (5.1) for a general number of factors, ν ě 2, and with the
experimental region X “ t0, 1uν. Here, we are interested in providing an extension of locally D-
and A-optimal designs with support p0, 0qT, p1, 0qT, p0, 1qT given in the preceding theorems under a
two-factor model.
Theorem 5.3. Consider model (5.1) with experimental region X “ t0, 1uν, where ν ě 2. Denote
the design points by
x˚1 “ p0, . . . , 0qT, x˚2 “ p1, . . . , 0qT, . . . , x˚ν`1 “ p0, . . . , 1qT.
For a given parameter point β “ pβ0, β1, . . . , βνqT let ui “ upx˚i ,βq p1 ď i ď ν` 1q. Then the design
ξ˚ which assigns equal weights 1{pν ` 1q to the design points x˚i for all p1 ď i ď ν ` 1q is locally
D-optimal (at β) if and only if
u´11
`
1´
νř
j“1
xjq2 `
νř
i“1
u´1i`1x
2
i ď u´1px,βq for all x P
 
0, 1
(ν
. (5.4)
Proof. Define the pν ` 1q ˆ pν ` 1q design matrix F “ “fpx˚1 q, . . . ,f px˚ν`1q‰T, then
Mpξ˚,βq “ 1
ν ` 1F
TUF , where U “ diag`ui˘ν`1i“1 .
We have
F “
„
1 01ˆν
1νˆ1 Iν

, hence F´1 “
„
1 01ˆν
´1νˆ1 Iν

, (5.5)
where 01ˆν , 1νˆ1, and Iν denote the ν-dimensional row vector of zeros, the ν-dimensional column
vector of ones, and the ν ˆ ν unit matrix, respectively. So, by condition (2.9) of The Equivalence
Theorem for k “ 0 the design is locally D-optimal if and only if
upx,βqfTpxqM´1pξ˚,βqf pxq ď ν ` 1 @x P t0, 1uν. (5.6)
The l.h.s. of (5.6) reads as
upx,βq pν ` 1qfTpxqF´1U´1`F´1˘Tf pxq “
pν ` 1qupx,βq
´
u´11
`
1´
νř
j“1
xj
˘2 ` νÿ
i“1
u´1i`1x
2
i
¯
,
and hence it is obvious that (5.6) is equivalent to (5.4).
Remark. The D-optimal design under a two-factor model with support p0, 0qT, p1, 0qT, p0, 1qT from
Theorem 5.1 is covered by Theorem 5.3 for ν “ 2 where condition (5.4) is equivalent to the inequality
u´14 ě u´11 ` u´12 ` u´13 that is asserted in part (i) of Theorem 5.1. Moreover, Theorem 5.3 covers
various results in the literature. For example; Russell et al. (2009) provided for the Poisson model
a locally D-optimal saturated design on the continuous experimental region r0, 1sν, ν ě 2 that is
supported by p0, . . . , 0qT, p1, . . . , 0qT, . . . , p0, . . . , 1qT at βi “ ´2, p1 ď i ď νq.
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In analogy to Theorem 5.3 we introduce locally A-optimal designs in the next theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Consider the assumptions and notations of Theorem 5.3. Denote qi “ u´1{2i
p1 ď i ď ν ` 1q. Then the design ξ˚ which is supported by x˚i p1 ď i ď ν ` 1q with weights
ω1 “
?
ν ` 1q1{c and ω˚i`1 “ qi`1{c, i “ 1, . . . , ν, c “
?
ν ` 1q1 `
νÿ
i“2
qi
is locally A-optimal (at β) if and only if for all x “ px1, . . . , xνqT P
 
0, 1
(ν
q21
´
1´
νÿ
j“1
xj
¯2
`
νÿ
i“1
q2i`1x
2
i `
2q1?
ν ` 1
´ νÿ
j“1
xj ´ 1
¯ νÿ
i“1
qi`1xi ď u´1px,βq. (5.7)
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.3 the design matrix F and its inverse are given by (5.5) and
we obtain
C “ `F´1˘TF´1 “ „ ν ` 1 ´11ˆν´1νˆ1 Iν

.
This yields
a
c11{u1 “
?
ν ` 1q1 and
a
cii{ui “ qi for i “ 2, . . . , ν ` 1 according to Section 3 with
p “ ν ` 1. An elementary calculation shows that the weights given in Section 3 for an A-optimal
design coincide with the ω˚i (1 ď i ď p) as stated in the theorem. Now we show that the design ξ˚
is locally A-optimal if and only if (5.7) holds. Let U “ diag`u1, . . . , up˘ and Ω “ diag`ω˚1 , . . . , ω˚p ˘
with the pˆ p weight matrix V “ ΩU . Then we have
Mpξ˚,βq “ F TV F “ F TΩUF ,
tr
`
M´1pξ˚,βq˘ “ tr´F´1U´1Ω´1pF´1qT¯ “ c pÿ
i“1
´cii
ui
¯1{2
“ c2.
Since U´1{2Ω´1 “ c diag`c´1{211 , . . . , c´1{2pp ˘, we obtain
M´2pξ˚,βq “ F´1U´1Ω´1pF´1qT F´1U´1Ω´1pF´1qT “ c2 F´1U´1{2C˚U´1{2pF´1qT
where C˚ “ diag`c´1{211 , . . . , c´1{2pp ˘C diag`c´1{211 , . . . , c´1{2pp ˘ So, together with condition (2.9) of The
General Equivalence Theorem for k “ 1 the design ξ˚ is locally A-optimal (at β) if and only if
´
U´1{2pF´1qTfpxq
¯T
C˚
´
U´1{2pF´1qTf pxq
¯
ď u´1px,βq @ x P t0, 1uν (5.8)
Straightforward calculation shows that condition (5.7) that provides a characterization of local A-
optimality of ξ˚ is equivalent to condition (5.8).
Remark. Theorem 5.4 with ν “ 2 covers the result stated in case (iv) of Theorem 5.2. It can be
checked that, with the notations of Theorem 5.2, the inequality q24 ą q21 ` q22 ` q23 ` 2?3q1q2` 2?3q1q3
is equivalent to assumption (5.7) of Theorem 5.4 for ν “ 2.
6. Model without intercept
In this section we consider GLMs (2.2) having a linear predictor without intercept, i.e., the
components fj ‰ 1 for all (1 ď j ď p) and thus fjp0q “ 0 for all (1 ď j ď p). Precisely, we focus on
a first order model
fpxq “ px1, . . . , xνqT where x P X .
Next locally optimal designs will be derived under Kiefer Φk-criteria and thus, the results implicitly
cover the D-, A- and E-optimal designs. We provide necessary and sufficient conditions for con-
structing Φk-optimal designs on a general experimental region X . The support points are located
at the boundaries of X and the optimal weights are obtained according to Lemma 3.2.
Theorem 6.1. Consider the experimental region X . Given a vector a “ pa1, . . . , aνqT where ai P R,
ai ą 0 p1 ď i ď νq. Let x˚i “ aiei p1 ď i ď νq denote the design points that belong to X . For a
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given parameter point β denote ui “ upx˚i ,βq p1 ď i ď νq. Let ξ˚a be the saturated design whose
support is x˚i p1 ď i ď νq with the corresponding weights
ω˚i “
pa2iuiq
´k
k`1
νř
i“1
pa2i uiq
´k
k`1
p1 ď i ď νq.
Then ξ˚a is locally Φk-optimal (at β) if and only if
upx,βq
νÿ
i“1
u´1i a
´2
i x
2
i ď 1 for all x “ px1, . . . , xνqT P X . (6.1)
Proof. Define the ν ˆ ν design matrix F “ diagpaiqνi“1 with the ν ˆ ν weight matrix
V “ diagpuiω˚i qνi“1 “
´ νÿ
i“1
pa2iuiq
´k
k`1
¯´1
diag
´
pa´2ki uiq
1
k`1
¯ν
i“1
.
Then we have
M
`
ξ˚a ,β
˘ “ F TV F “ ´ νÿ
i“1
pa2i uiq
´k
k`1
¯´1
diag
´
pa2iuiq
1
k`1
¯ν
i“1
,
M´k´1
`
ξ˚a,β
˘ “ ´ νÿ
i“1
pa2iuiq
´k
k`1
¯k`1
diag
´
a´2i u
´1
i
¯ν
i“1
, and
tr
´
M´k
`
ξ˚a ,β
˘¯ “ ´ νÿ
i“1
pa2i uiq
´k
k`1
¯k`1
.
Adopting these formulas simplifies the l.h.s. of condition (2.9) of The Equivalence Theorem to
upx,βq
´ νř
i“1
pa2iuiq
´k
k`1
¯k`1 νř
i“1
u´1i a
´2
i x
2
i which is hence, bounded by
´ νř
i“1
pa2i uiq
´k
k`1
¯k`1
if and only
if condition (6.1) holds true.
In particular, Theorem 6.1 states that for a given parameter point β the locally D-optimal
design (k “ 0) has wights ω˚i “ 1{ν p1 ď i ď νq and the locally A-optimal design (k “ 1) has
weights ω˚i “ pa
2
iuiq´1{2
νř
i“1
pa2
i
uiq´1{2
p1 ď i ď νq whereas the locally E-optimal design (k Ñ 8) has weights
ω˚i “ pa
2
iuiq´1
νř
i“1
pa2
i
uiq´1
p1 ď i ď νq.
Theorem 6.1 might be applicable for a wide class of GLMs on appropriate experimental regions.
Consider a non-intercept gamma model, i.e., xTβ “ 1{µ with µ ą 0 and intensity upx,βq “ pxTβq´2.
Let the experimental region is given by X “ r0,8qzt0u. Due to the positivity assumption of gamma
models, i.e., µ ą 0 the parameter point β must satisfy the condition xTβ ą 0 for all x P X .
Therefore, the parameter space is determined by β P p0,8qν , i.e., βi ą 0 for all (1 ď i ď ν). The
next corollary is immediate.
Corollary 6.1. Consider a non-intercept gamma model with f pxq “ x on the experimental region
X “ r0,8qνzt0u and intensity upx,βq “ pxTβq´2. Given a vector a “ pa1, . . . , aνqT where ai P R,
ai ą 0 p1 ď i ď νq. Let x˚i “ aiei for all i “ 1, . . . , ν denote the design points belong to X . For a
given parameter point β P p0,8qν let ξ˚a be the saturated design whose support is x˚i p1 ď i ď νq
with the corresponding weights
ω˚i “
β
2k
k`1
i
νř
i“1
β
2k
k`1
i
p1 ď i ď νq.
Then ξ˚a is locally Φk-optimal (at β).
Proof. The corollary covers the result of Theorem 6.1 under a gamma model. For a given β P p0,8qν
let ui “ upx˚i ,βq p1 ď i ď νq. Thus ui “ paiβiq´2 p1 ď i ď νq. Then condition (6.1) of Theorem 6.1
is equivalent to ´2
νř
iăj“1
βiβjxixj ď 0 for all x P X . Since βi ą 0, xi ą 0 p1 ď i ď νq the condition
holds true for any x P X at any given β P p0,8qν .
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Corollary 6.1 covers Theorem 3.1 in Idais and Schwabe (2019) which provided locally D- and
A-optimal designs for non-intercept gamma models. For a Poisson model, i.e., xTβ “ logpµq with
intensity upx,βq “ exp `xTβ˘ and experimental region X “ t0, 1uν, ν ě 2 let us restrict to the
case of ai “ 1 p1 ď i ď νq, i.e., the design points are the unit vectors ei p1 ď i ď νq. As a result,
condition (6.1) is simplified as presented in the following corollary.
Corollary 6.2. Consider a non-intercept Poisson model with f pxq “ x on the experimental re-
gion X “ t0, 1uν, ν ě 2 and intensity upx,βq “ exp `xTβ˘. For a given parameter point β “
pβ1, . . . , βνqT define λi “ exppβiq p1 ď i ď νq and denote by λr1s ě λr2s ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λrνs the descending
order of λ1, λ2, . . . , λν . Let ξ
˚
a be the saturated design supported by the unit vectors ei p1 ď i ď νq
with weights ω˚i “ λ
´k
k`1
i
νř
i“1
λ
´k
k`1
i
p1 ď i ď νq. Then ξ˚a is locally Φk-optimal (at β) if and only if
λr1s ` λr2s ď 1. (6.2)
Proof. The corollary covers the result of Theorem 6.1 under a Poisson model with intensity upx,βq “
exp
`
xTβ
˘
and ai “ 1 p1 ď i ď νq. So condition (6.1) reduces to
expp
νÿ
i“1
βixiq
νÿ
i“1
expp´βiqx2i ď 1 @x P X . (6.3)
For any x “ px1, . . . , xνq P t0, 1uν, ν ě 2 define the index set S Ď t1, . . . , νu such that xi “ 1 if
i P S and xi “ 0 else. So for x described by S Ď t1, . . . , νu and s “ #S, if s “ 0 (i.e., S “ H)
then the l.h.s. of (6.3) is zero. If s “ 1, inequality (6.3) becomes an equality. However, the l.h.s.
of (6.3) is equal to exppř
iPS
βiq
ř
iPS
expp´βiq which thus rewrites as
ś
iPS
λi
ř
iPS
λ´1i or equivalently asř
iPS
ś
jPSztiu
λj . By the the descending order λr1s ě λr2s ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λrνs of λ1, λ2, . . . , λν we obtain for all
subsets S Ď t1, . . . , νu of same sizes s ě 2,
sÿ
i“1
λ´1ris
sź
i“1
λris “
sÿ
i“1
sź
i‰j“1
λrjs ě
ÿ
iPS
ź
jPSztiu
λj .
Denote Ts “
sř
i“1
λ´1ris
sś
i“1
λris. Hence, inequality (6.3) is equivalent to Ts ď 1 for all s “ 2, . . . , ν.
Then it is sufficient to show that
λr1s ` λr2s ď 1 ðñ Ts ď 1 @s “ 2, . . . , ν.
For “ðù”, let s “ 2 then T2 “ λr1s ` λr2s ď 1. For “ùñ”, firstly, note that T2 “ λr1s ` λr2s thus
Ts ď 1 is true for s “ 2. Now assume Ts ď 1 is true for some s “ q ă ν, i.e., Tq ď 1 and we want to
show that it is true for s “ q ` 1. We can write
Tq`1 “
´ qÿ
i“1
λ´1ris ` λ´1rq`1s
¯´ qź
i“1
λris
¯
λrq`1s
“ Tqλrq`1s `
qź
i“1
λris “ Tqλrq`1s ` Tq
´ qÿ
i“1
λ´1ris
¯´1
“ Tq
´
λrq`1s `
´ qÿ
i“1
λ´1ris
¯´1¯
since
´ qÿ
i“1
λ´1ris
¯´1
ď 1
q
λr1s and λrq`1s ` 1
q
λr1s ď T2 “ λr1s ` λr2s ď 1 we have
Tq`1 ď Tq
´
λrq`1s ` 1
q
λr1s
¯
ď TqT2 ď 1.
Remark. One can slightly highlight on Φk-optimality under a non-intercept linear model with
f pxq “ px1, . . . , xνqT on the continuous experimental region X “ r0, 1sν, ν ě 2. Here, upx,βq “ 1
for all x P X so the information matrices in a linear model are independent of β. Note that Theorem
6.1 does not cover a non-intercept linear model on X since condition (6.1) does not hold true for
ν ě 2. However, the l.h.s. of condition (2.9) of The Equivalence Theorem under linear models, i.e.
upx,βq “ 1, is strictly convex and of course it attains its maximum at some vertices of X . Thus
the support of any Φk(or D, A, E)-optimal design is a subset of t0, 1uν. As a result, in particular
for D- and A-optimality, one might apply the results of Theorem 3.1 in Huda and Mukerjee (1988)
which were obtained under linear models on t0, 1uν.
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• For odd numbers of factors ν “ 2q` 1, q P N, the equally weighted designs ξ˚ supported by all
x˚ “ px1, . . . , xνq P t0, 1uν such that
νř
i“1
xi “ q ` 1 is either D- or A-optimal.
• For even numbers of factors ν “ 2q, q P N, the equally weighted design ξ˚ supported by all
x˚ “ px1, . . . , xνq P t0, 1uν such that
νř
i“1
xi “ q or
νř
i“1
xi “ q ` 1 is D-optimal. Moreover,
the design ξ˚ which assigns equal weights to all points x˚ “ px1, . . . , xνq P t0, 1uν such that
νř
i“1
xi “ q is A-optimal.
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